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A monumental shift in the way lawyers
work has fundamentally transformed the
practice of law. Over the last 10-15 years,
mobile technology has freed attorneys from
the physical constraints of the law firm. No
longer tied to a desk, lawyers work
wherever they are, whether at home, or on
a flight. “Lawyering on the go” is the new
normal.
This transformation opens opportunities,
but it also presents challenges. For the
mobile lawyer, routine tasks--such as
accessing case files--are often a headache
and sometimes impossible. Coordination
and communication become diﬃcult. Everincreasing volumes of information and
unrelenting demands on their time put
lawyers and their clients at risk.
This much is clear: If lawyers are to stay on
top of it all and avoid critical errors, their
tools and workflows must adapt to this new
mobile world.
Perhaps nowhere are these challenges
more critical than for lawyers who practice
in federal court. The problem is that the
court’s system for notifying lawyers of
updates to their cases -- notices of
electronic filing (NEFs) -- is out of sync with
current practices.

In this white paper, I review how one tool –
PacerPro’s PDF2Go – removes the
ineﬃciencies and risks of NEFs by ensuring
real-time notice to everyone in the firm who
needs it. Compared to how law firms
typically process NEFs, PacerPro’s solution
is optimized for mobile professionals,
enhancing transparency and eﬃciency.

MODERN MEANS MOBILE
Statistics underscore what lawyers already
know -- practice has gone mobile.
Smartphones, tablets and laptops are
ubiquitous, nearly as necessary to the
practice of law as cases, codes, and
treatises.

The 2016 ABA Legal Technology Survey
Report found that 30% of lawyers work
from nontraditional locations. Even those
who have traditional oﬃces spend large
portions of time working from home or on
the road.

Square Pegs, Round Holes
Even as law practice has gone mobile, law
firm workflows have not.
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Such is the case with the systems firms
typically use for dockets and court filings.
Even though digital files are now the norm,
firms handle docketing much as they did
back when litigation primarily involved
paper.

From here, the workflow often becomes
complex and encumbered. Court filings
must be distributed to multiple departments
(litigation, calendar, records, etc.). Each
department has unique needs for the NEFs
and associated documents, and thus
processes them separately. At a minimum,
this workflow creates duplication of eﬀorts
and costs.

Risks at every turn
It also presents risks. With the typical NEF
workflow, wrenches can fall easily and often
into the works, raising the risk of error or
omission for the case or for the firm.
Consider how the typical firm handles
NEFs.
Whenever a new entry is added to the
docket, the court sends the lawyers of
record an email alert, the NEF. The NEF
contains a hyperlink that allows the
attorney a one-time free download of the
new document. This is often called the “free
look” document.

●
●
●

A key recipient is left oﬀ the distribution
list.
The notice arrives at 10 p.m. when no
secretary is there to process it.
The responsible lawyer or team member
is tied up or away.

At most firms, when the court sends the
NEF, the attorney’s secretary downloads
the document and distributes the
information to co-counsel, associates,
paralegals, calendaring, and anyone else on
the list.

Even something as a simple as an
overlooked email can have critical
consequences.

Unnecessary PACER Fees
In addition to risk and confusion, poor NEF
management can cost a firm unnecessary
PACER fees.
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Either firms let the free-look link expire
unused or multiple people end up
downloading the same document multiple
times. Those are unnecessary PACER
charges that can add up to a substantial
sum over the course of a year.

PacerPro’s PDF Solution
PacerPro solves these problems by
automating NEF distribution. Whenever a
court filing is made, its PDF2Go service
ensures that the notification is emailed to
everyone on the team, within moments. No
longer is distribution left to a single
secretary.
More importantly, with PDF2Go, everyone
on the team also receives the relevant
documents as PDF attachments—no need
to retrieve them from PACER.
PDF2Go converts
a clunky system
into one that is
simple and intuitive
for even the mostmobile of lawyers.
Rather than access
PACER to retrieve
the document via a
freelook link,
lawyers get the
PDFs directly in
their inbox. For
litigators, this is a
game-changer.
Now everyone on
the team can access a just-filed document
from any mobile device or desktop.
The documents are also available online
from the PacerPro dashboard. They can be
viewed or downloaded ad nauseum,
without any additional PACER charges.

This is significant: 20% of law firm PACER
bills are due to repeat downloads.
Unlimited and easy access to their own
archive means substantial savings for law
firms.

“It’s really eye-opening to those who
have not previously experienced its
convenience.”

Firms Attest to its Benefits
Firms I interviewed praised the benefits of
PDF2Go’s “non-linear” approach. The
research services manager at an AmLaw 30
firm told me that PacerPro’s direct delivery
of documents was a major selling point for
his attorneys. “Their PDF2Go oﬀering really
sells itself. It’s really eye-opening to those
who have not previously experienced its
convenience.”
Another firm touted the value of having all
interested parties simultaneously receive
the same information and materials. Not
only does it reduce their concerns over
delayed distribution, but it also enhances
their collaboration and communication.
PacerPro reduced duplication of eﬀorts and
materials, the firm told me, translating to
both cost and time savings -- including
even “soft savings” in the form of fewer
coverage issues and less to budget for
attrition.
Mobility is a key benefit. With PacerPro,
documents are always available both in the
inbox and online. Team members can easily
access case files from any device, from
anywhere, at anytime.
A key benefit to law firms is the potential to
streamline support-staﬀ headcounts.
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By automating much of the NEF process,
PacerPro relieves demand on filing and
docketing staﬀ.

It is a powerful solution that can become
almost as ubiquitous as the technology it
was designed to address.

Other PacerPro features firms find helpful
include batch downloading of documents,
intelligent file naming of downloads,
superior docket searching and filtering, and
powerful docket alerts.
And then there is the peace of mind
PacerPro provides. No longer do firms risk
having documents fall through the cracks.
No price can be put on the value of that to
a law firm.
One large-firm litigation services manager
with whom I spoke wondered how, in
retrospect, her firm ever functioned without
the PacerPro delivery system. Though she
was initially reluctant to look at yet another
docket tool, she quickly realized that
PacerPro was something much more. She
is now one of its chief evangelists.

CONCLUSION
Law practice has always required thinking
outside the box. These days, though, the
question is also how to be eﬀective and
eﬃcient when out of the oﬃce. Many of the
tools and processes that support legal
practice remain rooted in the outdated
concept of the physical oﬃce as ground
zero. But with lawyers increasingly mobile,
firms need applications that fit this new
landscape.
PacerPro’s solution seamlessly integrates
with, and streamlines the modern lawyer’s
on-the-go workflow. Wherever they are, it
delivers the functionality they need.
PacerPro excels at keeping litigators on top
of their cases and it solves many of the pain
points inherent in the typical handling of
NEFs and their associated documents.
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